Battle of the Books Summary Sheet

Date Book Was Completed ____________________  Turn In Date ________________

Book Title ________________________________  Author _______________________

Genre ______________________________________________________________________

Setting (Time in history, place) __________________________________________________

In the boxes below, draw a detailed picture OR write a detailed description of two main characters.

| Main Character 1 ___________________ | Main Character 2 ___________________ |

In the box below, draw a picture of your favorite part of the story. Add a detailed caption.

Caption

What important problem did Main Character 1 face and how did he/she solve it?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
BOBsnaps

Create a Google Drawing.

Name it by using your last name and the title of the book.
Example: LeeUnwanteds

In this Google Drawing, you must have the following items:

1. A photo of you holding the book.
   Circle the quote using Insert: Scribble Line.
3. A text box with what your favorite part of the story was.
4. A text box with the title and the author and genre of the book listed.
5. A main character box with a picture of the main character and a caption describing that character.
6. Any pictures you use that you did not photograph from the actual book, must be cited.
7. Upload all of your BOBsnaps to a Google Slide.
8. Title it with your last name followed by B.O.B. 18
   Example: LeeBOB18
9. Share the Google Slide with Mrs. Lee at colleen_lee@ccpsnet.net

Remember:
You can do 10 BOBsnaps or 10 Summary sheets or a combination of both as long as you end up with TEN book responses by January 31st.